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We present a function field sieve method for discrete logarithms over
finite fields. This method is an analog of the number field sieve method
originally developed for factoring integers. It is asymptotically faster than
the previously known algorithms when applied to finite fields Fpn , where
p6n. ] 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let Fpn denote the finite field of pn elements, where p is a prime. Let x be a gener-
ator for the multiplicative group of Fpn . The discrete logarithm problem over Fpn is
to compute, for any given nonzero h # Fpn , the least nonnegative integer e such that
xe=h. In this context we shall write e=logxh. The problem has been the subject
of intense research interest over the past two decades (see the survey papers in [16,
19, 23]). In addition to its intrinsic interest, the problem is directly related to the
security of several well-known cryptographic systems such as those proposed by
Diffie and Hellman [8], ElGamal [9], and the digital signature scheme (DSS)
[18] proposed by the U.S. government.
The development of discrete logarithm methods often parallels that of integer fac-
toring methods. The number field sieve method [3, 12, 13] has been the most
efficient method for factoring integers proposed in recent years. It can be adapted
to solve the discrete logarithm problem with similar running time [11, 22].
However, instead of adapting the number field sieve method, we shall describe in
this paper a function field analog of the number field sieve method. The function
field sieve method was first proposed in [2]. The results in this paper represent
improvement and further development along the same line.
As noted in [23] that, while the number field sieve method works well for finite
fields Fpn , where n<<(log p)12, the function field sieve method works well for finite
fields Fpn , where log p<<n12. The number field sieve method for factoring integers
achieves an expected time complexity of LN[13; (649)13+o(1)] for integers N.
The number field sieve method for discrete logarithms achieves a similar expected
time complexity of Lpn[13; (649)13+o(1)] as long as n<(log p)12&= when
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pn  , where 0<==o(1) [22, 23]. The earlier function field sieve method
achieves an expected time complexity of Lpn[13; 913+o(1)] as long as log p<
n12&= when pn  , where 0<==o(1) [2, 23]. The method discussed below
achieves an expected time complexity of Lpn[13; (329)13+o(1)] as long as p6n
when pn  . It is interesting to note that an earlier discrete logarithm method due
to Coppersmith [6] for the case of characteristic 2 can be interpreted as a special
case of the function field sieve method. In fact the idea of using curves of sparse
form in our method is inspired by Coppersmith’s approach. Practical implementa-
tion of the function field sieve method remains to be investigated. Moreover, it
remains an open question to find an algorithm of complexity Lpn[13; c] for some
constant c in the range where n is between (log p)12 and (log p)2. It also remains
an open question to find an algorithm of complexity Lpn[13; (329)13+o(1)],
where p6>n>log2p.
As is the case for the previous number field sieve or function field sieve methods,
the time complexity of our method depends on some heuristic assumptions which
will be made explicit in subsequent discussion.
2. MOTIVATING THE FUNCTION FIELD METHOD
For N # Z>0 , s, c # R with 0<s1,
LN[s; c]=exp(c(log N )s (log log N )1&s).
We will at times ignore the c-paramater. So, for example, LN[12] refers to some
function in the class LN[12, c], where c>0. Note that all functions in the same
class are polynomially related.
Most of the subexponential algorithms for discrete logarithms over finite fields
explore the notion of smoothness in the relevant ring structures, such as Z or
Fp[x], with respect to which the finite field is presented. The prototype of the
smoothness idea can be found in the classical index calculus method [1, 17, 20]
which we briefly describe below.
Every element of Fpn can be identified with an element of Fp[x] f, where
f # Fp[x] is monic irreducible of degree n. For convenience we assume that f is
primitive so that x mod f generates (Fp[x] f )*.
We call a polynomial h # Fp[x] b-smooth if it factors into irreducible polynomials
of degree no greater than b.
Set the smoothness bound b at about n12. Let S be the set of primes (irreducible
polynomials) in Fp[x] of degree no greater than b. We call S the factor base. The
central stage of the method solves logx(g) for all polynomials g in the factor base
as follows.
Pick random a (a<pn&1) such that xa mod f is about n12-smooth. With such
a, we have
xa mod f= ‘
qi # S
qeii ;
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hence
:
i
ei logx(q i)#a (mod pn&1).
Thus each good choice of a yields a linear relation among logx qi for qi # S. After
more than *S many linear relations are obtained, one can solve the resulting linear
system to obtain logx qi for all qi # S.
In the reduction stage, one reduces the discrete logarithm of a given polynomial
g to the discrete logarithms of polynomials in the factor base. This can be done by
picking random a (a<pn&1) such that h=xag mod f is about n12-smooth. With
such a, we have
a+logx g#logx h (mod pn&1).
So if
h=‘
i
qdii ,
with qi # S, then logx g can be calculated by
logx g#&a+:
i
d i logx qi (mod pn&1).
One idea of improvement on the index calculus method is to rely on a substan-
tially smaller factor base. Instead of n12, we now consider a factor base consisting
of primes (irreducible polynomials) of degree up to about n13. There will again be
two stages. For the first stage, one would like to form many multiplicative relations
on the base primes. Each multiplicative relation yields a linear relation on the
discrete-log of the base primes. Once sufficiently many linear relations are formed,
we solve the linear system to obtain the discrete-log of all the base primes.
The difficulty here is that such multiplicative relations are not as easy to form
once we lower the smoothness bound substantially below n12. This obstacle can be
overcome by using more elaborate construction involving function fields as follows.
Let m # Fp[x] be of degree about n23. Consider a plane curve defined by some
H(x, y) such that
H(x, m)#0 mod f.
Then we have a surjective homomorphism Fp[x, y]H [
, Fp[x] f sending y to m.
Set the smoothness bound at some b which is about n13. Pick random polyno-
mials r, s of degree about n13. Call the pair (r, s) doubly smooth if rm+s is
b-smooth and ry+s is b-smooth in the sense that the norm of ry+s over Fp(x)
is b-smooth, where ry+s is taken as an element of the function field of the curve
defined by H over Fp . For a doubly smooth pair (r, s), we get two ‘‘smooth’’ objects
ry+s and rm+s that are related by ,, with it we seek to construct a multiplicative
relation among the base primes. This will be accomplished through value-theoretic
considerations, as seen in the next section.
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At this point, we remark that for the analogous number field sieve method for a
discrete logarithm over Fp , the role of the ring Fp[x] is replaced by Z; the polyno-
mial m is replaced by an integer about Lp[23]; the curve H and its associated
function field k(H) are replaced by an irreducible polynomial h(x) and its
associated number field, where h(x) is of degree about Lp[13] with h(m)#0
(mod p); and the homomorphism , is replaced by a similar homomorphism from
Z[x]h to ZpZ, sending x to m. The setup of the number field sieve method for
discrete logarithms over Fpn is more complicated. We refer to [11, 22] for detailed
discussions on these methods.
3. THE CENTRAL STAGE OF FUNCTION FIELD SIEVE METHOD
The curve H described above will be chosen to be of degree
d=Wc&11 n
13 log&13 n log13 pX
in y, where c1 is to be determined later. As will be seen in subsequent discussion,
f and H will be chosen to be of a certain ‘‘sparse’’ form for efficiency consideration.
Set d $=Wnd X. Then dd $=n+$ for some $<d. For monic m # Fp[x] of degree d $,
x$f =md+ad&1 md&1+ } } } +a0
where ai # Fp[x] is of degree less than d $. Denote by Hm, f the polynomial
yd+ad&1(x) yd&1+ } } } +a0(x). Then Hm, f (x, m)#0 (mod f ). Suppose H=Hm, f
is absolutely irreducible. Then H defines a curve C, and the congruence H(x, m)#0
(mod f ) sets up a homomorphism , from the ring Fp[x, y]H to Fp[x] f, sending
y to m. We denote by k(C ) the function field of C over Fp [25].
We will set a smoothness bound b (to be determined precisely later) at about n13.
The factor base S consists of all primes (irreducible polynomials) in Fp[x] of
degree bounded by b. Let r, s # Fp[x]. Then the norm of ry+s relative to the exten-
sion of k(C) over Fp(x) is rdH(x, &sr). We call the pair (r, s) b-smooth if both
rm+s and the norm of ry+s over Fp(x) are b-smooth.
For every place u of k(C ), let Ou be the discrete valuation ring of u, let Pu be the
maximal ideal of Ou , and let fu be the degree of extension of Ou Pu over Fp . For
each place u, a ‘‘surrogate’’ function :u # k(C ) can be determined as follows.1
Let v be a fixed discrete valuation with fv=1. Let h be the class number of k(C).
Then for every place u, u& fu v is a divisor of degree 0; hence, h(u& fu v) is the
divisor of some :u # k(C ) which is unique up to a constant in Fp . The element :u
is what we called the ‘‘surrogate’’ for the place u.
Let A=Fp[x, y]H. The kernel of , is a prime ideal P of A containing f and
y&m. So the homomorphism , extends naturally to the local ring AP of A at P.2
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1 There is no need to actually compute any of these surrogates.
2 More explicitly, for G # Fp[x, y] so that G , the image of G in A, is not in P, G(x, y)=
G1(x, y&m)+a(x) for some G1 # Fp[x, y] and a # Fp[x] with a(x) not divisible by f (x). Hence ,(G &1)
can be defined as the inverse of a mod f.
Let # be a root of f. Then Q=(#, m(#)) is a point on C over the algebraic closure
of Fp , and the local ring OQ of C at Q dominates AP . In order for , to be defined
for all the surrogates :u , it will be sufficient to choose H so that Q is simple on C.
In this case OQ is a discrete valuation ring [10]; hence, AP is the discrete valuation
ring of a place vP of k(C ) associated with P. So for : # k(C ), if vP(:)0, then
: # AP and ,(:) is defined. Since fv=1 and fvP=deg ( f )>1, vP is different from v,
and since the divisor of :u is h(u& fu v), it follows that vP(:u)0. Hence ,(:u) is
defined for every place u of k(C ).
For : # Fpn , we define the restricted discrete logarithm of :, denoted by log* :, to
be the number less than ( pn&1)( p&1) such that xlog* :=u: for some u # Fp*. We
discuss below how a doubly smooth pair leads to a linear relation involving the
restricted logarithms of the polynomials in the factor base.
Let S$=[v1 , v2 , ..., vz] be the set of places of k(C) that lie over some primes in
S. Let :i be the surrogate for vi # S$. For w # k(C ), let Div(w) denote the divisor of
w. Suppose r, s # Fp[x] is a doubly smooth pair. Then Div(ry+s)=zi=1 ai vi ,
where ai=vi (ry+s). In particular zi=1 ai fvi=deg(Div(ry+s))=0. Hence,
Div((ry+s)h)= :
z
i=1
ha i vi= :
z
i=1
ai h(vi& fvi v)=Div \‘
z
i=1
:aii + .
So
(ry+s)h=c ‘
z
i=1
:aii
for some c # Fp*. So
,((ry+s)h)=,(c) ‘
z
i=1
,(:i)ai.
Let rm+s=>g # S geg. Since ,(ry+s)#rm+s (mod f ), we get
‘
g # S
gheg#,(c) ‘
z
i=1
,(:i)ai (mod f ).
Taking restricted logarithms we get
:
g # S
heg log* g# :
z
i=1
a i log*(,(: i)) (mod( p
n&1)( p&1)).
Suppose h is relatively prime to ( pn&1)( p&1). Let h1 be the inverse of h modulo
( pn&1)( p&1). Let ;i=h1 log*(,(:i)). Then
:
g # S
eg log* g# :
z
i=1
a i ; i (mod( pn&1)( p&1)).
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Hence, by finding a smooth pair r, s, factoring rm+s over Fp to obtain eg for all
g # S, and computing ai=vi (ry+s) for every discrete valuation vi in S$, we derive
a linear relation among log
*
g for g # S and the ;i . The construction of vi # S$, as
well as the computation of vi (ry+s), can be performed in polynomial time.
However, we defer the discussion of these tasks to Section 5.
Once sufficiently many such relations are obtained, we solve for log
*
g, g # S (as
well as ;i). For each g, we compute u # Fp*, such that xlog* g=ug. Then from log* g
and the discrete logarithm of u over Fp , logx g can be easily determined.
3.1. Selection of f and m
We choose f to be of the form f (x)=xn+q(x), where q(x) is of degree less than
n23. We set m(x)=xd $. Then Hm, f= yd+x$q(x). Choose q(x) with at least one
nonzero root of multiplicity one, so that Hm, f is absolutely irreducible. We also
need to try random q(x) until the corresponding f is irreducible. It can be easily
checked that (u, m(u)) is a simple point on the curve defined by Hm, f , where u is
a root of f.
With respect to the function field of the curve defined by such sparse H=Hm, f ,
an element of the form ry+s, where r, s # Fp[x] will have norm of smaller degree.
This will be crucial to achieving a better running time in the central stage.
As discussed above, we also need the class number h of the function field of the
curve represented by H=Hm, f to be relatively prime to ( pn&1)( p&1). There
appears to be no efficient algorithm to check this, hence we simply proceed assum-
ing the condition is met, and if the correct logx g for g # S are not produced, then
a different f is tried.
3.2. Choosing Parameters to Optimize Time Efficiency
Let c2 be a constant to be determined later. For r, s # Fp[x] of degree bounded by
c2n13 log23 n log&23 p,
the degree of rm+s is bounded by (c1+o(1)) n23 log13 n log&13 p and the degree
of the norm of ry+s is bounded by (c2 c1+o(1)) n23 log13 n log13 p. Set D to be
an integer so that D=(c1+c2 c1+o(1)) n23 log13 n log&13 p. Let Q= pD. Set the
smoothness bound b=logp(LQ[12; 1- 2]).
We adopt the heuristic assumption that with randomly chosen r and s, the
polynomial (rm+s)N(ry+s) is random with degree bounded by D. From
Theorem 3.2.48 of [14] and an improvement of the result in [24], it follows that
if log p<n12&= with 0<==o(1), then the probability for a pair r, s to be b-smooth
(smooth over S) is at least LQ[12; &1- 2+o(1)]. The number of elements in S
and the number of discrete valuations over S are bounded by LQ[12; 1- 2].
Hence LQ[12; - 2+o(1)] r, s-pairs must be tried. There are p2c2n
13 log23 n log&23 p
pairs available. This leads to the constraint that
LQ[12; - 2]p2c2 n
13 log23 n log&23 p.
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This simplifies to
c2+c21
3c1
c22 .
Solving gives the solution c1=(23)13, c2=(49)13. From c1 and c2 , D is
determined to be (2(23)13+o(1)) n23 log13 n log&13 p, and b is bounded by
logp Lpn[13; (49)13+o(1)].
The relations resulting from the doubly smooth pairs form a sparse linear system
with the modulus ( pn&1)( p&1). Solving the system with sparse matrix method
yields the running time exp((2c2+o(1)) n13(log n)23 (log p)13), which is bounded
by Lpn[13; (329)13+o(1)].
4. THE REDUCTION STAGE
From this point on, we assume that p6n. The method described below for
reducing the discrete logarithm of a large element to that of elements in the factor
base can be viewed as a generalization of Coppersmith’s method. For this section
f will denote the irreducible polynomial of degree n used in the central stage, and
b will denote the smoothness bound for the factor base determined in the previous
section, that is, b=c(1+o(1)) n13(log n)23 (log p)&23, where c=(23)23.
4.1. Smoothing Polynomials of Moderate Degrees
We describe below a general trick for smoothing a polynomial. Suppose
G # Fp[x] is of degree bounded by some 2 with 2b but - 2n=o(1). Let k be
the smallest p th power no less than - n2. Let h=WnkX. Then k=- n2 * with
1*<p, and h=W- n2*X. Let m=W*X. Then mp. Choose random A0 , A1 ,...,
Am # Fp[x] of degree bounded by 2*. Let
C=A0+xhA1+x2hA2+ } } } +xmhAm
D=Ck mod f.
Then
mh=W*XW- n2*XW*X(- n2*+1)2 - n2+W*X.
So
deg(C)mh+d*2 - n2(1+o(1)).
Since k is a p th power,
D=Ak0+x
hkAk1+ } } } +x
mhkAkm mod f.
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Since hk=n+v for some v<k and f =xn&Q(x), where Q(x)=&x$q(x) is of
degree bounded by n12, we have for i=1,..., m,
xihk#Qixvi (mod f ).
Now
deg(Aki )k2*=- n2,
deg(Qixvi)<in12+ki<m(n12+- n2m).
Since p6n, we have pb12=o(1), from this and the fact that 2b and mp, we
get
deg(D)<- n2+m(n12+- n2m)=- n2 (1+o(1)).
We seek to find A0 ,...., Am so that C is divisible by G, and that both CG and
D are - b2-smooth. The set of polynomials A0 ,...., Am such that the associated C
is divisible by G form a linear subspace of dimension at least 2* and such polyno-
mials can be easily generated. Assuming CG and D are random, then by Lovorn’s
result [14], they will be both - b2-smooth with probability
exp(&(2+1) - nb (log - nb+log log - nb+o(1))=Lpn[13; &(c$+o(1))],
where c$=(32)13). As D#(CG)k Gk (mod f ), we have logx D=k logx G+
k logx(CG), so computing logx G is reduced to computing the discrete logarithms
of two polynomials which are - 2b-smooth.
4.2. Reduction
Given g # Fp[x] of degree less than n, to compute logx g we first compute
xlg mod f for random l<n. The resulting polynomial will be - nb-smooth with
probability exp(&- nb (log(- nb)+log log(- nb)+o(1)), which is greater than
Lpn[13; &(1+o(1))] Factor the smooth polynomial into polynomials of degree at
most b1=- nb. For each of these polynomials, apply the smoothing technique
above. Each polynomial takes less than Lpn[13; 1+o(1)] time to be reduced to
fewer than n polynomials of degree b2=- bb1 . After t iterations, the computation
of the discrete logarithm of g is reduced to the computation of discrete logarithms
of fewer than nt polynomials of degree less than bt=b(nb)2
&t
. When t=lg n, all the
polynomials are in the factor base, and their discrete logarithms have been found
in the central stage. The time complexity of this stage is bounded by ntLpn[13;
c$+o(1)]=Lpn[13; c$+o(1)] where c$=(32)13. Thus the time complexity of the
whole algorithm is dominated by that of the central stage.
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5. COMPUTING WITH DISCRETE VALUATIONS
In the central stage of our algorithm, we need to determine for each irreducible
polynomial g in the factor base, all the discrete valuations v of the function field
k(C ) that lie over g, as well as compute v(ry+s) for a chosen pair r, s # Fp[x]. To
this end it will be convenient to work with closed points on the curve C defined by
the polynomial H(x, y).
Let k (C ) denote the function field of C over the algebraic closure of Fp . Let
H # Fp[x, y] such that xmH(1x, y)=H(x, y), where m is the degree of H in x.
Then each point of C at infinity is represented by a point (0, b) such that
H(0, b)=0. Let v be a discrete valuation of k (C ). We say that v is centered at a
point P=(a, b) of C if v(x&a)>0 and v( y&b)>0. We say that v is centered at
a point at infinity represented by some (0, b) with H(0, b)=0 if v(x)<0 and
v( y&b)>0.
Let g # Fp[x] be irreducible. Then a discrete valuation of k(C ) that lies over g
extends to some discrete valuation of k (C ) which is centered at (:, ;) for some root
: of g and for some ; such that H(:, ;)=0. For g in our factor base we will solve
all such ; (up to conjugacy) and determine all discrete valuations centered at (:, ;).
A discrete valuation of k(C) which lies over infinity extends to a discrete valuation
of k (C) centered at a point at infinity. We will find all discrete valuations of k (C)
centered at each point at infinity. In this case we will work with the polynomial H
and the point (0, b) on H which represents the point at infinity.
Let v be a discrete valuation of k (C ). Without loss of generality assume the
center point P of v is on the curve H. By a linear change of coordinates we may
further assume P is the origin (0, 0). Let F(x, y) denote the curve polynomial after
the change of coordinates. Then v(x)=e for some positive integer e no greater than
n. It can be shown [5, 4] that there is a local parameter t of v so that x=te and
y=u1tm1+u2 tm2+ } } } , where for all i, ui # F p&[0], mi # Z, and mi<m i+1 . The
integers e and m1 , m2 ,... do not have a common divisor greater than 1. Moreover,
let y =u1 x*1+u2x*2+ } } } , where *i=mi e for all i. Then the composite field of the
ui has degree at most n over Fp , and F(x, y )=0. Since v is centered at the origin,
we also have v( y)=m1>0.
Conversely, let y be a fractional power series in x such that F(x, y )=0. Suppose
e is the least positive integer such that y is a power series in x1e. Then it can be
shown that y determines a discrete valuation of k (C) with v(x)=e centered at the
origin. Moreover, e can be determined from the first 2n3 terms of y [7]. For a func-
tion field element z represented by a polynomial a(x, y), v(z) is the order of
a(x(t), y(t)) in t, where x(t)=te and y(t) is the power series in the local parameter
t that represents y. Suppose v(z) is bounded by d. Then at most d nonzero terms
in y(t) suffice for the evaluation. In our situation, the function field element has the
form ry+s, where r, s is a doubly smooth pair. Since the norm of ry+s is of degree
smaller than n, v(ry+s) can be bounded by n2.
Consequently the problem of determining the discrete valuations over an
irreducible polynomial in the smooth base and of computing the values of ry+s for
doubly smooth r, s relative to the discrete valuations is reduced to computing the
first 2n3 terms of all fractional power series y in x such that F(x, y )=0. This can
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be done in polynomial time using the well-known Newton polygon method [7, 26]
described below.
5.1. Newton Polygon Method
We adopt the notation in Chapter IV of [26]. Let K be a field. Then K[x]$
denotes the domain of power series in x over K, K(x)$ denotes the quotient field of
K[x]$, and K(x)* denotes the union of all the fields K(x1n)$ with a relation
between the symbols x1n, n=1, 2, ..., defined by
x11=x, (x1rn)r=x1n, xmn=(x1n)m.
If y =u1 x*1+u2x*2+ } } } , where ui # K &[0], *i # Q for all i, and *1<*2< } } } ,
then we define the order of y , Ox( y ), to be *1 . We define Ox(0)=. The set of
elements of nonnegative order in K(X )* is a domain denoted by K[x]*.
In general, let K be a field, and let
F(x, y)= :
n
i=0
:
m
j=0
fij x:jyi= :
n
i=0
f i (x)y i,
where fij # K for all i, j, : i are rational numbers such that 0=:0<:1< } } } <:m ,
and fi (x)=mj=0 f ij x
:j for i=0, ..., n. We would like to find all y # K [x]* with
Ox( y )>0 such that F(x, y )=0.
For i=0, ..., n, if f i {0, then let ji be the such that fiji is the coefficient of the least
nonzero term of fi (x) (that is, :ji=Ox( fi)), and let ai=Ox( fi). The Newton polygon
of F is the convex hull of the set
N(F )=[(i, ai) : 0in, ai=Ox( f i) is finite].
Suppose E is a side of the polygon and #X+Y=; is the line that contains E. Let
h(z)=i fiji z
i , where the sum is over all i such that (i, ai) lies on the E. We call h(z)
the polynomial determined by the side E (for F ). If :=min[ai : i=0, ..., n] is
positive, we may factor out x: from F. Hence, we assume, without loss of generality
that ai=0 for some i. Let d be minimum so that ad=0. Then we observe that the
sides of the Newton polygon with negative slope all lie to the left of (d, ad)=(d, 0).
The Newton polygon does not have sides of negative slope only if f0= } } } =
fd&1=0. In this case F(x, 0)=0; on the other hand, if y # K[x]* with y{0 and
Ox( y)>0, F(x, y){0, since for i>d,
Ox( fiyi)iOx( y)>dOx( y)=Ox( fdyd).
We say that F(x, y) is of the finite case if f0= } } } = fd&1=0 for some d>0 and
Ox( fd)=0. From the above discussion we see that if F is of the finite case, then the
only y # K[x]* such that Ox( y)>0 and F(x, y)=0 is y=0.
Suppose F is not of the finite case. Let y =u1x#1+u2x#1+#2+ } } } be an element
of K [x]* where #i are nonnegative rational numbers with #i>0 for i>0, and ui are
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nonzero elements of K . One would like to find necessary conditions for #1 and u1
such that F(x, y )=0. Rewrite y as y =x#(u+ y1), where #=#1 , u=u1 , and
y1=i=2 ui x
#2+ } } } +#i. Then
F(x, y )=F(x, x#(u+ y1))=:
i, j
fij xi#+:j (u+ y1) i=x;F1(x, y1), (1)
where
;=min[i#+:j : fij {0]
=min[i#+ai : i=0, ..., n].
Moreover, let
h(z)= :
:j+i#=;
f ij zi. (2)
Since F is not of the finite case, the Newton polygon of F contains at least one side
of negative slope, and every side of negative slope determines a possible value for
# and one to several possible values for u. More precisely, if a side of negative slope
&#1 lies on the line #1X+Y=;, then every nonzero root of the polynomial h
determined by the side is a possible value for u (under the choice of #1). The algo-
rithm shall proceed with every side of negative slope. Suppose a side is chosen with
negative slope &#1 lying on a line #1X+Y=;1 . Let H1 be the polynomial deter-
mined by the side. Then every nonzero root of H1 determines a possible value for
u. The algorithm shall further proceed with every nonzero root of H1 . Suppose u1
is such a root. Then as in Eq. (1), let F1(x, y) be such that
F(x, x#1(u1+ y))=x;1F1(x, y).
Then F(x, x#1(u1+ y))=0 iff F1(x, y)=0.
Suppose F1 is of the finite case. Then, again, the only choice for y such that
F1(x, y)=0 is y=0 and a y of finite terms is constructed. Otherwise, we proceed
with F1 to determine #2 and u2 in the next iteration. In this fashion the algorithm
constructs N terms of any y in N iterations.
Received October 10, 1997; final manuscript received January 18, 1998
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